ABSTRACT. Logarithmic conformal field theory is a rich and vibrant area of modern mathematical physics with well-known applications to both condensed matter theory and string theory. Our limited understanding of these theories is based upon detailed studies of various examples that one may regard as archetypal. These include the c = −2 triplet model, the Wess-Zumino-Witten model on SL (2;R) at level k = − 1 2 , and its supergroup analogue on GL (1|1). Here, the latter model is studied algebraically through representation theory, fusion and modular invariance, facilitating a subsequent investigation of its cosets and extended algebras. The results show that the archetypes of logarithmic conformal field theory are in fact all very closely related, as are many other examples including, in particular, the SL (2|1) models at levels 1 and − 1 2 . The conclusion is then that the archetypal examples of logarithmic conformal field theory are practically all the same, so we should not expect that their features are in any way generic. Further archetypal examples must be sought.
INTRODUCTION
Conformal field theories defined in terms of non-linear sigma models on supergroups and their cosets represent an interesting and very active area of current research. They appear in many important problems in string theory and condensed matter physics, for example the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] and the theory of disordered systems [2, 3] . Questions about these problems may often be related to WZW models and their cosets through appropriate perturbations [4] [5] [6] [7] . We wish to strongly emphasise that this diagram, coupled with the realisation of sl (2|1) 1 and sl (2|1) −1/2 as extended algebras of gl (1|1), indicates that practically all of the best understood logarithmic CFTs are in fact all extremely closely related. This suggests that any confidence we may have in our knowledge of the behaviour of general logarithmic theories may be unjustified. We regard this as the most important conclusion of the work reported here.
In a sense, one has three families of relatively accessible logarithmic CFTs: Those based on affine Lie superalgebras, the admissible level Wess-Zumino-Witten models and the logarithmic minimal models W (1, p). The three theories present in the above diagram are among the "smallest" representatives of each of these families while still capturing most of the essential features. We therefore think of them as archetypes for a large class of logarithmic theories sharing these features. Of course, one is used to coincidences between "small" examples in algebra and representation theory. Our results therefore illustrate such a coincidence in detail, though we expect that there are further relations to be uncovered involving more sophisticated families from the same class of logarithmic CFTs.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we begin with the finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra gl (1|1), discussing its structure, real forms and representations. Section 3 then repeats this for the affine algebra gl (1|1). This is complemented by a thorough derivation of the fusion ring and the modular properties of the (super)characters. In particular, we observe here that while the fusion ring has infinitely many discrete subrings, we need a continuous set of characters to obtain a representation of the modular group.
Section 4 begins with a review of the β γ ghost system at c = −1. We then consider a general coset of the form gl (1|1) / u(1) and show how to choose the boson so as to obtain the ghost algebra. The gl (1|1)-modules are decomposed and the coset characters are identified as β γ ghost modules. From the fusion rules of gl (1|1) and this identification, we recover the β γ ghost fusion rules derived in [46] , thereby providing a strong consistency check of the former. We conclude by listing some other coset algebras that are of interest and discuss briefly the implications of coset identifications for the question of discrete spectra.
In Section 5, we search for extended algebras. For this we employ the well known free field realization used, for example, in [23] . We construct the extensions explicitly when the extension fields have dimension less than or equal to 3 2 . In the case of the dimension 1 2 extension, we identify the real form as compact and find a discrete set of extended algebra modules which close under fusion and whose characters close under modular transformations. We conclude with a short outlook in Section 6. Various conventions and technical identities are collected in a series of appendices.
gl (1|1) AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, we review the structure and representation theory of the finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra gl (1|1). Although it is not a simple Lie superalgebra, gl (1|1) possesses many features in common with more general simple superalgebras. Its advantage is that its analysis requires only elementary methods. Further details may be found in [20, 63] . Note that N and E are parity-preserving (bosonic) whereas ψ + and ψ − are parity-reversing (fermionic). This endomorphism algebra admits the structure of a Lie superalgebra because N, ψ ± = ±ψ ± and ψ + , ψ − = E, (2.2) with all other brackets vanishing. The abstract Lie superalgebra defined by these relations is called the general linear superalgebra gl (1|1). This superalgebra is not simple because E is central, and hence generates a one-dimensional ideal. It is easy to check that this ideal has no complement and so gl (1|1) does not decompose as a direct sum of ideals. Equivalently, the adjoint representation of gl (1|1) is reducible, but indecomposable.
We define a bilinear form κ ·, · on gl (1|1) as the supertrace of the product in the defining representation (2.1). This bilinear form is invariant, consistent and supersymmetric. Moreover, it is non-degenerate, unlike the form obtained by taking the supertrace in the adjoint representation. 1 Specifically, we have κ N, E = κ E, N = 1 and κ ψ
with all other combinations vanishing. One standard application of constructing such an invariant form is to compute the quadratic Casimir Q ∈ U gl (1|1) . In this case, E qualifies as a Casimir element of degree 1, so the quadratic Casimir is only defined modulo polynomials in E. We choose it to be
We remark that a redefinition of N by shifts of E does not affect the defining relations (2.2) and only changes the entry κ N, N . It follows that we can choose this latter quantity arbitrarily through a simple change of basis. We prefer, however, to keep the basis (2.1) so as to leave κ N, N as 0. It remains to choose an adjoint and there are several to choose from. While this has little bearing on the representation theory that we shall shortly turn to, the choice of adjoint reflects the real form that is relevant to geometric descriptions of the theory. We discuss the real forms of gl (1|1) in Appendix A. Moreover, one must choose an adjoint for the triangular decomposition (2.6) below -this plays, for example, a subtle role in the construction of extended algebras (see Section 5) . The most natural choice is that suggested by the defining relations (2.1):
The corresponding real form is the unitary superalgebra u (1|1).
Representation Theory.
There is an obvious triangular decomposition respecting the adjoint (2.5):
gl (1|1) = span ψ − ⊕ span{N, E} ⊕ span ψ + (as subalgebras). (2.6) Thus, we regard ψ + as a raising (annihilation) operator, ψ − as a lowering (creation) operator, and N and E as generating the Cartan subalgebra. A highest weight state of a gl (1|1)-representation is then defined to be an eigenstate of N and E which is annihilated by ψ + . Such states generate Verma modules in the usual way. 2 If n and e are the eigenvalues of N and E (respectively) on the highest weight state, we denote 1 Some authors reserve the term Killing form for the supertrace in the adjoint representation. To avoid confusion, we will therefore refer to κ ·,· as the invariant form. It is not unique, however, even up to constant multiples, because gl (1|1) is not simple. 2 Note that gl (1|1) is a rather special Lie superalgebra in that its Verma modules coincide with its Kac modules [58, 59] . We will use the former nomenclature here as it is better suited to fusion studies (Section 3.3).
the corresponding Verma module by V n−1/2,e . Note that as ψ ± squares to zero in any representation, every Verma module has dimension 2. The shift of n by − 1 2 in the Verma module index then amounts to characterising these modules by the average N-eigenvalue. This convention leads to a useful simplification of many of the formulae to follow.
Suppose that v is a (generating) highest weight state of V n,e . Its N-and E-eigenvalues are then n + 1 2 and e, respectively. Moreover, it satisfies
so that the descendant ψ − v = 0 is a singular vector if and only if e = 0. We see then that Verma modules are irreducible when e = 0, and when e = 0, the irreducible quotient module has dimension 1. The irreducibles with e = 0 are said to be typical and those with e = 0 are said to be atypical. We will denote a typical irreducible by T n,e ∼ = V n,e and an atypical irreducible by A n . Our convention of labelling modules by their average N-eigenvalue leads us to define the latter to be the irreducible quotient of V n−1/2,0 . This is neatly summarised by the short exact sequence
and structure diagram
Such diagrams illustrate the decomposition of a module into its irreducible composition factors, with arrows indicating (schematically) the action of the algebra. The representation ring of gl (1|1) is defined by introducing the graded tensor product of two representations. This is given by the action
where |J| and |v| are the parities of J and v , respectively, understanding that linearity allows us to restrict to elements of definite parity. The notion of parity for states v deserves some comment. There is an obvious notion of relative parity for states, so parity makes sense once we choose that of a generator (here we restrict ourselves to indecomposable modules without loss of generality). A priori, this requires us to distinguish between otherwise identical modules based on whether the generator is chosen to be bosonic or fermionic. We shall not bother to make such distinctions explicit at this point. 3 This is generally permissible because it is easy to check that (2.10) allows us to swap the parity of a module by tensoring with the atypical irreducible A 0 spanned by a single fermionic state. We will be interested in the representations generated by the irreducible modules. Tensor products involving the atypical irreducibles A n are rather trivial to analyse:
The corresponding result for the typical irreducibles follows from a straight-forward computation [19] :
The restriction that e + e ′ = 0, meaning that the result is again in the typical régime, is crucial. When e + e ′ = 0, one observes that the result is not a direct sum, but is rather a reducible yet indecomposable module:
The structure of these new indecomposable modules is given by the diagram
14)
The symbol P is chosen to reflect the projective nature of these modules and this is what they are generally referred to in the physical literature. 4 We mention, however, that the structure diagram shows that the P n may be viewed as particularly simple examples of staggered modules [56] . Indeed, they may be regarded as extensions of highest weight modules via the exact sequence 15) and one can verify that the Casimir Q acts non-diagonalisably on P n , taking the generator associated with the top A n factor to the generator of the bottom A n factor and annihilating the other states. The P n are not highest weight modules, but their appearance in the representation ring is not unnatural. Indeed, we note that the adjoint representation of gl (1|1) is isomorphic to P 0 .
To summarise, we have seen that the set consisting of direct sums of irreducible modules does not close under tensor products in the representation ring. Rather, one is forced to admit the reducible but indecomposable modules of the form P n . Combining associativity and (2.13) shows that tensoring these projectives with the irreducibles or themselves yields no new types of indecomposables:
16b)
There are further indecomposables which may be constructed as submodules and quotients of the P n (and by taking tensor products of these submodules and quotients). We will have no use for them in the following; see [65] for further discussion.
gl (1|1) AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS
The affine Kac-Moody superalgebra gl (1|1) is defined in the usual manner as a central extension of the loop algebra of gl (1|1). In this section, we discuss its structure and representation theory, culminating in a description of the fusion ring generated by its irreducible highest weight modules and the modular properties of the associated Grothendieck ring of characters. This puts the results stated in [19, 20, 22, 63] on a solid footing. where k ∈ R is called the level. The adjoint of the unitary superalgebra extends from (2.5) to
Note however, that for k = 0, we can rescale the generators so as to normalise k to 1 as follows:
As with u (1), it follows that the actual value of a non-critical gl (1|1) level k = 0 is not physical. Nevertheless, we shall continue to give formulae for general k in order to emphasise the presence throughout of the scaled combinations in (3.3). We mention that (3.3) with k negative will introduce an imaginary scaling factor for the fermions which will change their adjoints by a sign.
5
The Virasoro generators are constructed using (a modification of) the Sugawara construction. Because the quadratic Casimir of gl (1|1) is only defined modulo polynomials in E, one tries the ansatz [19] T (z) = α :
where α and β are constants to be determined. This turns out to satisfy the correct operator product expansion if and only if α = 1/2k and β = 1/2k 2 . Then, the gl (1|1) currents N (z), E (z) and ψ ± (z) are Virasoro primaries of conformal dimension 1, as required, and the central charge is found to vanish. We record a convenient form for the Virasoro zero-mode for future use:
There are some interesting automorphisms of gl (1|1) which will be useful in the following. First, there is the automorphism w which defines the notion of conjugation. Explicitly,
Note that w 2 acts as the identity on the bosons and minus the identity on the fermions. Second, we have the spectral flow automorphisms σ ℓ , ℓ ∈ Z, defined by [20] 
Note that w * (M) is precisely the module conjugate to M. We will generally not bother to write the distinguishing superscript " * " in what follows -whether the automorphism acts on the algebra or one of its modules will be clear from the context.
Representation Theory.
We can now define highest weight states, Verma modules V n,e , and their irreducible quotients as before. By Equation (3.5), the affine highest weight state v n,e of V n,e , whose N 0 -5 Equivalently, the adjoint will be twisted by the automorphism ω −1 ; see Equation (A.2).
and E 0 -eigenvalues are taken to be n + 1 2 and e respectively, has conformal dimension
Of course, this formula also applies to singular vectors. We emphasise that the label n refers to the average N 0 -eigenvalue of the zero-grade subspace of V n,e , generalising the labelling convention of Section 2.2.
Verma modules for gl (1|1) are infinite-dimensional, but a Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt basis is easy to write down:
Here, the a i and d i are restricted to 0 or 1 (because the ψ ± −m square to zero), whereas the b i and c i (and m) may take any non-negative integer values. It follows that the character of a Verma module is given by
Let us restrict now to the Verma modules V n,0 . Since E 0 is central, it annihilates every state in this module. In particular, it annihilates every singular vector, hence the singular vectors of V n,0 have conformal dimension 0 by Equation (3.9) . This proves that the only non-trivial singular vector of V n,0 is ψ − 0 v n,0 . Taking the quotient by the module it generates gives a module with a one-dimensional zero-grade subspace. The only singular vector is then the highest weight state, so this quotient module is irreducible. 6 We denote it by A n+1/2,0 as its zero-grade subspace has N 0 -eigenvalue n + 1 2 . The character of this atypical irreducible is now obtained by imposing a 0 = 0 in Equation (3.10) . This leads to
Identifying the vacuum as the unique highest weight state which is annihilated by all the zero-modes of gl (1|1), we obtain the vacuum character by setting n = 0.
We mention that the submodule of V n,0 generated by the singular vector ψ − 0 v n,0 is not isomorphic to a Verma module because ψ − 0 2 v n,0 = 0. It must therefore be isomorphic to a quotient of V n−1,0 and, by the above argument, the only non-trivial such quotient is the irreducible A n−1/2,0 . It follows that we have an exact sequence for V n,0 :
Splicing this with the analogous exact sequence for V n−1,0 and iterating, we obtain a resolution of the atypical irreducible A n,0 in terms of Verma modules:
The character of the irreducible A n,0 must therefore satisfy the formal relation
It is of course trivial to verify this from the formulae (3.11) and (3.12) . Let us now turn to the singular vectors of the Verma module V n,e with e = 0. Suppose that there is a singular vector of conformal dimension ∆ n,e + m and N 0 -eigenvalue n + j + vectors are never singular. We may therefore assume that | j| m. Equating ∆ n,e + m with ∆ n+ j,e now gives
Thus, a non-trivial singular vector can only exist if |e/k| = 0 is rational and at least 1. In particular, we can conclude that V n,e is irreducible for 0 < |e/k| < 1. Regarding these as typical irreducibles, and denoting them by T n,e , their characters therefore coincide with those given in Equation (3.11) for Verma modules.
To study the reducibility of the Verma modules for |e/k| 1, we make use of the spectral flow automorphism σ , defined in Equation (3.7), and its induced action (3.8) on modules. As σ obviously maps non-trivial submodules to non-trivial submodules, the submodule structure will be preserved. In particular, irreducibles will be mapped to irreducibles. Moreover, the image under spectral flow of a state v with E 0 -eigenvalue e will satisfy
Along with χ σ ℓ M z; q = tr 19) which vanishes if and only if e = 0. However, it is not hard to check that for e = 0, ψ − 1 σ n, e is itself a highest weight state, hence by irreducibility, it is the highest weight state of σ L n,e . This analysis therefore identifies the result of applying σ to all irreducibles:
One can deduce the full spectral flow action from this, but we will only make the following explicit:
Here, we introduce a convenient variant ε of the sign function on Z:
This function will prove very useful in Section 3.3.
Consider now the effect of spectral flow on the Verma modules V n,e with 0 < |e/k| < 1. As these modules are irreducible, it follows from (3.21) that we already know that their images under σ ℓ are the irreducible highest weight modules L n−ℓ,e+ℓk . Our question is whether these images are in fact the Verma modules V n−ℓ,e+ℓk . In other words, we ask if every Verma module V n,e with e/k / ∈ Z is irreducible. This may be settled using (3.9), (3.11) and (3.18):
It follows that σ ℓ V n,e is an irreducible highest weight module whose character coincides with that of V n−ℓ,e+ℓk . The image is therefore this Verma module, proving that all Verma modules with e/k / ∈ Z are irreducible. We will therefore regard such irreducibles as typical, denoting them by T n,e . To analyse the remaining case e/k ∈ Z, it is convenient to resort to somewhat more abstract methods.
Since spectral flow preserves the submodule structure, we can apply σ ℓ to the exact sequence (3.13) to obtain another exact sequence of the form
As V n,0 is indecomposable, this exhibits σ ℓ V n,0 (with ℓ = 0) as an indecomposable with two irreducible composition factors. Since (3.23) applies, the result of the spectral flow will be the Verma module
, that is, if and only if ℓ 0. Otherwise, we obtain an indecomposable in which the conformal dimension of the singular vector is strictly less that that of the generating state (which is no longer highest weight). With the conformal dimension increasing as one descends, the difference in structure is as follows:
In fact, the indecomposable on the right is the (twisted) contragredient dual of the Verma module on the left. In summary,
This proves that every Verma module V n,e with e/k ∈ Z − is reducible with two irreducible composition factors. We will therefore regard the irreducible quotients as atypical and denote them by A n,e . To obtain the same result for Verma modules with e/k ∈ Z + (and their atypical irreducible quotients), we can repeat the above manipulations for the spectral flow of the conjugate Verma module w V n,0 , obtaining
To summarise, we have shown that the irreducible highest weight modules split naturally into two classes: Atypicals A n,e with e/k ∈ Z and typicals T n,e with e/k / ∈ Z. The label n always refers to the average N 0 -eigenvalue of the zero-grade states. The Verma modules with e/k / ∈ Z are irreducible, V n,e = T n,e , and those with e/k ∈ Z are reducible but indecomposable with exact sequence 
and the atypical irreducibles have characters given by
For ℓ = 0, the characters were given in Equation (3.12). The latter with ℓ = 0 follow readily from this and Equation (3.18). These results were first obtained in [60] using far less elementary methods.
3.3. Fusion. Now that the Verma module structure has been determined, we can turn to an investigation of the fusion rules of their irreducible quotients. As exploring the representation ring of gl (1|1) leads to the introduction of non-highest weight indecomposables P n , it is natural to expect that analogous indecomposables will appear in the fusion ring of gl (1|1). It is often claimed that an affine superalgebra fusion ring may be computed by merely truncating the representation ring of the horizontal subalgebra by the constraints afforded by spectral flow. While this is unlikely to be true in general, we can prove this for gl (1|1) using concepts underlying the fusion algorithm of Nahm and Gaberdiel-Kausch [35, 66] . Roughly speaking, this algorithm allows one to construct a representation δ of the chiral algebra on the tensor product (over C) of the modules to be fused. The vanishing of singular vectors then amounts to imposing relations upon this product (the spurious states [66] ). Decomposing the resulting quotient representation finally gives the fusion rule. For gl (1|1), we will see that we only need the action of δ on the affine zero-modes:
Note that this precisely coincides with the (graded) tensor product action of gl (1|1) given in Equation (2.10) (explaining why the affine fusion rules are truncations of the horizontal subalgebra's tensor product rules). We begin by discussing the fusion rules involving the atypical irreducibles A n,0 . It follows from the general theory that the zero-grade subspace of A n,0 × A n ′ ,0 is a quotient of the tensor product of the zerograde subspaces of A n,0 and A n ′ ,0 . While the corresponding Verma modules have singular vectors (at grade 0), these do not result in spurious states because they are used to define the zero-grade subspaces. Thus, there is no truncation and the zero-grade fusion product is one-dimensional. Applying Equation (3.29) gives the eigenvalues of N 0 and E 0 as n + n ′ and 0, respectively, on the fusion product. We conclude that
because the result is manifestly a highest weight module 8 with a one-dimensional zero-grade subspace.
The fusion rules involving the typical irreducibles T n,e with e/k / ∈ Z are even easier to elucidate. Because their parent Verma modules are irreducible, there are no vanishing singular vectors, hence no spurious states. 7 One can even use the spectral flow to derive, ab initio, explicit formulae for these singular vectors. We will not require such formulae here. They may be found in [20] . 8 We mention that for gl (1|1), the identification of a fusion product is particularly simple because we do not need to consider modules whose zero-grade subspace is trivial, meaning {0}. Examples of this arise when a module has states whose conformal dimensions are unbounded above and below. Modules with trivial zero-grade subspaces significantly complicate the identification of fusion products for other affine algebras and superalgebras (such issues are detailed for sl (2) in [43, 46] ).
Repeating the previous arguments, we see that the zero-mode action on the zero-grade subspace of the fusion products A n,0 × T n ′ ,e and T n,e × T n ′ ,e ′ is identical to the gl (1|1) tensor product action. Equations (2.11)
-(2.13) therefore give
We have excluded (e + e ′ ) /k = ±1, ±2, ±3, . . . from (3.31b) and (3.31c) because in these cases, the zerograde calculations suggest atypical modules whose Verma parents have singular vectors of positive grade.
Our calculations cannot yet detect whether these singular vectors vanish or not. Moreover, this exclusion lets us deduce that the sum in (3.31b) is direct because
Equation (3.31c) effectively defines the gl (1|1)-module P n,0 whose zero-grade subspace is the indecomposable gl (1|1)-module P n described in (2.14) (with average N 0 -eigenvalue n and E 0 -eigenvalue 0).
Because V n+1/2,0 appears as a submodule of P n , we may conclude that there is a submodule of P n,0 isomorphic to a quotient of V n+1/2,0 . As the singular vectors of the latter are all at zero-grade, inspection allows us to conclude that this submodule is in fact isomorphic to V n+1/2,0 . Similarly, we deduce that the quotient of P n,0 by this submodule is isomorphic to V n−1/2,0 . This gives the exact sequence
We remark that L 0 acts non-diagonalisably on P n,0 . In fact, L 0 annihilates every state except those associated with the top A n,0 factor in the structure diagram
These states are instead mapped into the bottom A n,0 factor. P n,0 therefore qualifies as a staggered gl (1|1)-module and any conformal field theory in which this module appears is logarithmic.
To investigate the fusion rules of the A n,e with e = 0, we will exploit the symmetry of the fusion rules under the induced action of the spectral flow automorphisms:
Strictly speaking, this symmetry is only a conjectured relation for affine Kac-Moody (super)algebras, although it has been tested for sl (2) [43, 46] and is well-known for integrable modules [67] . We have checked several fusion rules for gl (1|1) using the full Nahm-Gaberdiel-Kausch algorithm and found that (3.34) holds in every case. 9 In principle, one can use the Nahm-Gaberdiel-Kausch algorithm. However, the presence of positive-grade singular vectors in the corresponding Verma modules would result in a tedious search for spurious states. Moreover, the zero-grade subspace cannot distinguish A n,e from V n,e when e = 0, hence one would have to resort to further tedious computations in order to identify the fusion result.
Combining Equations (3.21), (3.30) and (3.34) then gives the fusion rules of the general atypicals A n,e . The result is best summarised by introducing the combination
where we recall the definition of the sign function ε (ℓ) from Equation (3.22) . We find that
Similarly, applying spectral flow to (3.31a) yields
However, repeating this for (3.31c) requires us to identify the images of the P n,0 under spectral flow. From Equation (3.21) and the diagram (3.33), we see that the structure diagram of σ ℓ P n,0 may be obtained from that of P n,0 by setting the E 0 -eigenvalue to ℓk and replacing n by n − ℓ + ε (ℓ). We therefore write
thereby extending the definition of the indecomposables P n,e to all e/k ∈ Z. With this notation, we can apply spectral flow to the fusion rules (3.31b) and (3.31c), obtaining
The P n,e may also be identified as staggered modules on which L 0 acts non-diagonalisably. However, this non-diagonalisable action is not apparent until grade |e/k|.
Equations (3.36), (3.37) and (3.39) therefore give the complete collection of fusion rules for the irreducible modules of gl (1|1). It remains to compute the fusion rules involving the indecomposables P n,e . As with the tensor products (2.16), these follow readily from associativity:
3.4. Characters and the Modular Group. For rational conformal field theories, in which the spectrum consists of irreducible modules, the fusion rules may be computed from the Verlinde formula. This relates the structure constants of the fusion operation to the modular transformation properties of the characters of the irreducible modules. In logarithmic conformal field theories, this link between fusion and modular properties does not hold in general, essentially because the (non-trivial) indecomposable modules cannot be distinguished from a direct sum of irreducibles by the characters alone. What one therefore expects is that the Verlinde formula will reproduce the structure constants of the Grothendieck ring of characters (see [48] for an early example of this). This is the projection of the fusion ring onto the abelian group generated by the irreducible characters. The ring structure is determined by the projection of the fusion operation, assuming of course that this projection gives a well-defined multiplication. 10 In this section, we verify that for typical gl (1|1)-modules, the Verlinde formula does indeed reproduce the structure constants of the Grothendieck ring. As the verification for the atypical modules is very similar, it is omitted.
10 Distinguishing the ring of characters from the fusion ring may seem to be of purely mathematical interest, but it turns out to be very useful. For example, this shift of viewpoint completely explains the long-standing issue of interpreting "negative fusion coefficients" in fractional level Wess-Zumino-Witten models [49] .
First, we check that the Grothendieck ring is well-defined, meaning that fusion descends to a welldefined operation on the characters. This will be so if the kernel of the projection, the linear combinations of modules whose characters cancel, forms an ideal of the fusion ring. It is clear that this kernel is generated by the combinations of the form
We therefore check from Equations (3.36), (3.37), (3.39) and (3.40) that
The kernel is therefore an ideal of the fusion ring and the Grothendieck ring of characters is isomorphic to the quotient of the fusion ring by this ideal. We now turn to the modular properties of the irreducible characters in order to verify the Verlinde formula. To prepare for this, we define the normalised character of a module M to be (recall that c = 0)
We remark that we have deliberately broken the invariance (3.3) under a rescaling of the level by writing
This follows the tradition of including a generator x for the level, necessary for a well-defined action of the modular group. The normalised character of a typical irreducible then follows from Equation (3.28a):
Instead of taking the trace in (3.43), we could have taken the supertrace, thereby obtaining the supercharacter. For typicals, this is sch T n,e x; y; z; q = ±ix k y e z n q
where the choice of sign ± is correlated with whether the highest weight state is chosen to be bosonic or fermionic. To obtain the other Jacobi theta functions, we must twist the typical modules by halfintegral powers of the spectral flow automorphism σ . The fermionic currents ψ ± will then be half-integer moded, so this generalises the Neveu-Schwarz sector familiar from free fermion theories. 11 Defining
, and noting that σ −1/2 preserves the parity of the highest weight state (unlike σ 1/2 ), we obtain the characters of the twisted typicals from a slight generalisation of (3.18):
Similarly, the corresponding supercharacters are sch T tw n,e x; y; z; q = ±x k y e z n q
The fusion rules for twisted modules follow from those given in Section 3.3 for standard (Ramond sector) modules by applying Equation (3.34). We note that T tw n,e is a highest weight module with a one-dimensional zero-grade subspace and that its highest weight state has weight (n, e) and conformal dimension ∆ n,e − 1 8 .
11 Indeed, this procedure amounts to considering the modular transformation properties of the bosonic subalgebra W of the universal enveloping algebra of gl (1|1), generated by N, E and ψ ± ∂ ψ ± . For the free fermion, this bosonic subalgebra is just the Virasoro algebra at c = The modular transformations of the typical characters can be formally derived as follows. First, write x = e 2πit , y = e 2πiν , z = e 2πiµ and q = e 2πiτ . The modular T -transformation then maps (t, ν, µ, τ) to (t, ν, µ, τ + 1) and induces the following transformation of characters: 12 ch T n,e T (t|ν|µ|τ) = e 2πi∆ n,e ch T n,e t|ν|µ|τ , (3.45a) sch T n,e T (t|ν|µ|τ) = e 2πi∆ n,e sch T n,e t|ν|µ|τ ,
Here and below, (super)characters will correspond to typical modules with bosonic highest weight states. If the opposite parity is required, one merely negates the supercharacters. It is clear that changing the parity in (3.45) only changes the twisted formulae by an overall factor of −1 on the right hand side.
For the S-transformation, mapping (t, ν, µ, τ) to (t − ν µ/τ, ν/τ, µ/τ, −1/τ), we recall that
when the real part of a is positive. We will define this integral for all a through analytic continuation. Using (3.46) twice, we compute that
Here, we have used the analytic continuation of (3.46) with a = −iπ/τ to evaluate the integral over n. The additional square root of −1 which we obtain beyond the desired factor of √ −iτ is denoted by ω. Which square root is obtained depends upon how the analytic continuation is performed, but the actual value of ω will turn out to be irrelevant for what follows. Inverting this Fourier transform of the characters then gives
Similarly, we obtain sch T n,e S (t|ν|µ|τ) = −iω
Regardless of the value of ω, it squares to −1 so that
as ϑ 1 is odd as a function of µ whereas the other theta functions are even. This indeed agrees with the identification of the conjugate of T n,e with T −n,−e -the sign for the untwisted supercharacter reflects the fact that typical modules change parity under conjugation so that conjugate fields have the same parity.
Similarly, one can check that the signs are correct for the twisted modules, essentially because the zerograde subspace is then only one-dimensional.
We remark that the factors of ω appearing in the S-transformations are required for a well-defined modular action. However, our results show that the (un)twisted (super)characters of gl (1|1) always carry a projective representation of SL (2; Z), for which questions about ω are irrelevant. Moreover, this is sufficient for the application of the Verlinde formula as the τ-dependent phases will cancel.
It moreover appears that we have to include all typical modules, or at least a set of full (Lebesgue) measure, to get closure under the modular group action. 13 The modular transformations of the irreducible atypical modules A n,ℓk now follow from (3.15) and its spectral flow versions. In particular, we find that the vacuum character and supercharacter transform under S as
The generalisation to the twisted vacuum module and more general atypicals is straight-forward. These results also suggest that a set of typical modules of full measure is required for modular invariance.
We now use these transformations to verify the Verlinde formula for typical characters. As we have a continuous spectrum, this formula will involve an integral over the typical "S-matrix coefficients"
and the vacuum coefficient
In (3.51a), δ vanishes unless (n, e) and (n ′ , e ′ ) both correspond to untwisted supercharacters, in which case it is 1. 14 In (3.51b), δ ′ = 1 for the vacuum supercharacter and 0 for its character. The Verlinde coefficients 13 Clearly, we should exclude e/k ∈ Z from the integration ranges in this section. 14 In fact, these coefficients should be understood to vanish unless (n,e) and (n ′ ,e ′ ) correspond to an untwisted character and a twisted supercharacter or both correspond to either an untwisted supercharacter or a twisted character (see Equation (3.48) ).
for typical characters are then 
They therefore reproduce the fusion rule (3.39), projected onto the Grothendieck ring of characters:
T n 1 ,e 1 T n 2 ,e 2 ch T n 3 ,e 3 = ch T n 1 +n 2 +1/2,e 1 +e 2 + ch T n 1 +n 2 −1/2,e 1 +e 2 .
(3.53)
Note that the factors ω cancel in the final result. Similarly, the Verlinde coefficients for typical supercharacters are
T n 1 ,e 1 T n 2 ,e 2
This correctly reflects the parity of the components of (3.39).
COSET THEORIES
As we have seen, theories with gl (1|1)-symmetry have vanishing central charge. Any coset by a u (1)-subalgebra will therefore have c = −1 and the coset by the u (1) ⊕ u (1)-subalgebra generated by the N r and E r will have c = −2. Our claim is that one may choose the u (1)-coset so as to obtain the well-known β γ ghost system. It will then follow from [61] that the u (1) ⊕ u (1)-coset will realise the theory of symplectic fermions (or one of its orbifolds [62] ). In this section, we demonstrate this claim after first reviewing the β γ ghost system, following [46, 49, 61] . This is followed by a brief discussion of some other interesting cosets that can be obtained from gl (1|1) and what this may mean for gl (1|1) spectra.
4.1. β γ Ghosts. The c = −1 β γ ghost system is generated by two bosonic fields whose operator product expansions are
The fields e (w), h (w) and f (w) generate an sl (2)-subalgebra at level k = − 1 2 . With respect to the zeromode h 0 , the ghost fields β (z) and γ (w) have weights 1 and −1, respectively. The energy-momentum tensor of the theory is of the Sugawara form and is given compactly by
The conformal dimension of the ghost fields is 1 2 . This ghost system is a free field theory in the sense that its Verma modules are irreducible. However, the underlying sl (2)-symmetry restricts the spectrum within the highest weight category to just two modules, the vacuum module L 0 with highest weight 0 and the module L −1/2 with highest weight − which swaps the integer and half-integer mode sectors. Indeed, ς L 0 = L −1/2 and the module conjugate to ς ℓ L 0 is ς −ℓ L 0 . Extending this automorphism to the sl (2) zero-modes gives, in particular,
where ℓ 0 is the zero-mode of the energy-momentum tensor t (z).
We therefore obtain an infinite family of irreducible ghost modules ς ℓ L 0 , all related by spectral flow.
For |ℓ| > 1, the conformal dimensions of the states of these modules are not bounded below. Enlarging the collection of irreducibles by admitting relaxed 15 highest weight modules [68] (and their images under spectral flow) leads to a continuum of families of irreducible modules ς ℓ E λ with − 
Similarly, the characters of the E λ and their spectral flow images are
The fusion ring generated by these irreducible ghost modules has been computed in [61] , assuming only the validity of the analogue of Equation (3.34) (with σ replaced by ς ). With this assumption, we can restrict to the fusion rules involving L 0 and the E λ , − 1 2 < λ < 1 2 , without loss of generality. The ghost vacuum module L 0 is found to be the fusion identity, whereas
(4.5a)
The addition of the indices of ghost modules will always be understood to be taken modulo 1. The ghost module S appearing in these fusion rules is an indecomposable staggered module of structure
15 The definition of a relaxed highest weight state is obtained from that of a standard highest weight state by omitting the requirement that the state be annihilated by the zero-mode raising operators. In this case, we no longer require annihilation under β 0 . A relaxed highest weight module is then a module which is generated by a relaxed highest weight state.
4.2.
A u (1)-Coset. We now turn to the analysis of a coset conformal field theory of the form
It is, however, evident that gl (1|1) has many u (1)-subalgebras including, in particular, those generated by the fields ∂ ϕ ζ ,η (z) = ζ N (z) + ηE (z) with ζ , η = 0. These fields satisfy the operator product expansions
hence the u (1) energy-momentum tensors and the corresponding conformal dimensions of the u (1)-highest weight states are given by
In order to obtain the β γ ghosts, we will identify the correct ∂ ϕ ζ ,η (z) as follows: First, define the extremal states of a gl (1|1)-module to be any state whose conformal dimension is minimal among those states of the module with the same N 0 -eigenvalue. Similarly, the extremal states of a β γ ghost module are the states whose conformal dimensions are minimal among those states of the module with the same 
. This must therefore represent h (z) in the coset theory. Normalising by ζ = 1, it follows from e = 0 for A 0,0 that the eigenvalues of N 0 and h 0 may be identified on their respective vacuum modules. To determine the constant η, note that the identity field of the gl (1|1) theory must map to the identity field in the coset theory. Comparing (which we will identify with β ). This u (1)-subalgebra is therefore generated by
We remark that this defines a euclidean boson, whereas the bosonic field
which represents h (z) in the coset theory is lorentzian. Let α 0 be the zero-mode of ∂ ϕ (z).
To prove that the coset theory (4.7) admits the β γ ghost algebra as its chiral algebra, we will first show that the decomposition of the gl (1|1) vacuum character into u (1)-characters results in the β γ ghost vacuum character. Writing the gl (1|1) vacuum character (3.12) in the form 
This will match the ghost vacuum character (4.4a) if the following remarkable identity holds:
Here, the sums either run over integer values or half-integer values so that j ± m is always integral. We verify (4.15) in Appendix B.
To complete the proof that the coset algebra of (4.7) is that of the β γ ghosts, we need only remark that the chiral algebra is in this case completely determined by the coset vacuum module. Explicitly, the zero-mode α 0 = N 0 + 1 2k E 0 of the u (1)-subalgebra has a well-defined action (grading) on the coset theory, hence the dimension 1 2 fields of the latter theory are constrained to satisfy
for some constant a. Clearly, we can scale the generators to get a = −1. The statistics of β and γ are then fixed by requiring that the coset energy-momentum tensor t = T − T has central charge −1. The proof is therefore complete.
It remains to determine the decomposition of the remaining gl (1|1)-modules into u (1)-components. We have already seen that the vacuum module A 0,0 decomposes into the coset vacuum module L 0 . It is simple to generalise the above analysis to the modules A n,0 , finding that 17) noting only that the additional factor of z n means that we must extract the u (1)-character with α 0 -eigenvalue n + m 1 − m 2 . With (4.15), this allows us to identify the corresponding coset character as that of ς −2n L 0 (see Equation (4.4b)).
To extend this to the remaining atypical irreducibles A n,ℓk , we use the spectral flow (3.21) to write
where ε (ℓ) was defined in Equation (3.22) . The analysis is slightly more subtle than before because the N 0 -eigenvalue of a state in A n,ℓk differs from its α 0 -eigenvalue by ℓ/2. We must therefore extract the u (1)-character with α 0 -eigenvalue n + 3 2 ℓ − ε (ℓ) + m 1 − m 2 . Proceeding then gives the coset character as
But here the exponent of z is still measuring the N 0 -eigenvalue rather than the h 0 -eigenvalue we need for the coset. Since h 0 has been identified with N 0 − 1 2k E 0 (Section 4.1), the coset character must be corrected by a factor of z −ℓ/2 . With this observation, the final result is seen to be the character of ς −2n−ℓ+2ε(ℓ) L 0 .
The analysis of the typical irreducibles T n,e (e/k / ∈ Z) is similar. We use Jacobi's triple product identity [69, Eq. (1.6.1)] to write the character (3.11) in the form
Extracting the u (1)-character with α 0 -eigenvalue m + n + 1/2 + e/2k and correcting by the factor z −e/2k gives the coset character as
which we identify from Equation (4.4c) as the character of ς −2n−e/k E 1/2−e/k . To summarise, we have decomposed each irreducible gl (1|1)-module into u (1)-modules and identified the resulting coset modules under the action of the β γ ghost algebra. Specifically, we find that the correspondence between gl (1|1)-modules and ghost modules is given by
Because our u (1)-subalgebra acts semisimply on every gl (1|1)-module that we consider, we also obtain the correspondence for the indecomposables P n,e (with e/k ∈ Z). Specifically, applying (4.22a) to the structural diagram (3.33) (with the E 0 -eigenvalues set to e rather than 0) and comparing with the diagram (4.6), we deduce that
This follows because the structure diagram of S and the non-diagonalisable action of the coset Virasoro mode ℓ 0 completely determine it as a ghost module [61] . It is tedious but elementary to check that applying this correspondence to the fusion rules of gl (1|1) (given in Section 3.3) reproduces the fusion rules of the ghost algebra (given in Section 4.1).
Other Cosets.
Mathematicians define a general coset algebra g/ h to be the commutant of the vertex algebra associated with h in the vertex algebra associated with g. Roughly speaking, this means that the coset fields may be identified with the fields of g which have regular operator product expansions with every field of h. This definition of coset algebra is, however, usually far smaller than what physicists would generally regard as the coset symmetry algebra. One is then required to extend the commutant to a physically relevant coset algebra. For example, applying this to the coset theory determined in Section 4.2 leads to the zero u (1)-charge subalgebra of the ghost algebra, generated by the product : β γ : of the ghost fields. Despite this limitation, the mathematician's definition has the advantage that the coset algebra is already equipped with the algebraic structure. 16 By contrast, the construction of Section 4.2 proceeded by determining the character of the coset vacuum module and then deducing the algebraic structure from this. This is easy when the conformal dimensions of the generators are small, but non-trivial in general.
An alternative means to construct the coset symmetry algebra becomes available when one has a (suitable) free field realisation of g. For the commutant of the induced free field realisation of h within that of g is usually large, yielding (free field realisations of) coset algebras that are usually satisfactory to physicists. The cohomological issues arising with general free field realisations can cause difficulties in this approach, but in favourable circumstances, the computations proceed relatively painlessly. This is especially so when the free field realisation is closely related to the coset being examined.
The coset discussed in Section 4.2 falls into the category in which circumstances are favourable. In the familiar free field realisation of gl (1|1) in terms of a pair of symplectic fermions and a pair of free bosons of opposite signature (see Appendix C), the field ∂ ϕ = N + E/2k generating the subalgebra may be identified with the euclidean boson. At the level of free fields then, the coset theory consists of the symplectic fermions and lorentzian boson algebras. This is of course a free field realisation of the β γ ghosts [47] . Note however that the free field commutant is considerably larger than what is required to construct the ghost fields. The symplectic fermion fields, for example, do not correspond to anything in the ghost theory in this approach. Instead, one has to identify the ghost fields as a subalgebra of this commutant by combining the fermions with certain vertex operators for the remaining boson. In general, this is guided by the character decompositions of the previous section.
For a less familiar example, suppose we take the coset by the subalgebra generated by the lorentzian boson ∂ φ = N − E/2k, so that the free field commutant combines the symplectic fermion and euclidean boson algebras. Character methods suggest that the physically relevant subalgebra will be generated by two fields g ± of dimension 3 2 and charges ±1 (under ∂ ϕ). Constructing such fields explicitly as g ± = : e ±ϕ : χ ± (see Appendix C for our free field notations) leads to the identification of this subalgebra as the BershadskyPolyakov algebra W (2) 3 of level 0 and central charge −1. This algebra is reviewed in Appendix D. It is clear that there is an infinite number of coset theories that one can construct based on gl (1|1), many of which we may recognise. In addition to those already discussed, the computations of Section 5 suggest several more. We summarise a selection of these in Table 1 , omitting proofs and decomposition formulae for brevity. It is remarkable that gl (1|1) is connected to so many other interesting theories in this way. 
3 is the Bershadsky-Polyakov algebra and sVir (2) is the N = 2 superconformal algebra (see Appendix D).
4.4.
Cosets and gl (1|1) Spectra. The identification of the coset gl (1|1) / u(1) with the β γ ghost system suggests some non-trivial possibilities for the nature of the possible spectra of gl (1|1). The ghost system is believed to admit an infinite number of compactified (or orbifolded) theories, of which two are of particular interest. The first is a non-logarithmic theory built from the irreducible vacuum ghost module L 0 and its spectral flow images ς m L 0 with m ∈ Z. These modules decompose into the set of admissible modules
Schematic illustrations of the possible spectra of the proposed logarithmic and non-logarithmic gl (1|1)-theories. At left is the possible spectrum of the atypicals A n,e in both (and for the logarithmic theory, the indecomposables P n,e too). At right is the possible spectrum of typicals T n,e in the logarithmic theory (the atypical points are marked in white for comparison). Modules corresponding to points on the same line yield the same coset module as indicated.
of Kac and Wakimoto (and their spectral flow images) for the underlying sl (2) −1/2 -subalgebra [61] . Indeed, this set is the smallest set of sl (2) −1/2 -modules containing the admissibles which is closed under conjugation and fusion. The second compactification is a logarithmic theory built from the ς m L 0 and the images of the relaxed highest weight ghost module E 0 under ς m , again with m ∈ Z. The interest in this larger set of modules arises because, upon decomposing again into sl (2) −1/2 -modules, the relaxed highest weight modules are required in order to recover the full spectrum of the c = −2 triplet model under a further u (1) coset [61] . We recall that the fusion of E 0 with itself gives rise to the indecomposable S, whence the logarithmic nature of the theory [46] .
The coset decompositions derived in (4.22) now suggest that it must be possible to consistently truncate the spectrum of gl (1|1) so as to obtain the interesting ghost spectra discussed above. Working backwards, it follows readily that the non-logarithmic ghost theory allows only the atypical irreducibles A n,ℓk with n ∈ 1 2 Z to be present in the parent gl (1|1)-theory. The logarithmic ghost theory is somewhat more accommodating, allowing in addition the typical irreducibles T n,e with e/k ∈ Z + , and the indecomposables P n,ℓk with n ∈ 1 2 Z. We illustrate these two spectra diagrammatically in Figure 1 . Note that they are both discrete. Our quest to justify such discrete spectra motivates the study of extended algebras for gl (1|1), to which we now turn.
EXTENDED ALGEBRAS
We show in Appendix A that there are real forms of gl (1|1) which are compact, at least in the bosonic directions. The spectrum of the corresponding theory should therefore be discrete. This is corroborated by the coset considerations of the previous section -both the β γ ghosts and symplectic fermions are believed to admit orbifolds/compactifications resulting in discrete spectra [46, 62] . On the other hand, the characters of the symmetry algebra are supposed to form a representation of the modular group and we saw in Section 3.4 that this is only possible with gl (1|1) for a continuous spectrum. Proposing a consistent discrete spectrum therefore requires changing the symmetry algebra. In this section, we construct several extended chiral algebras for gl (1|1). We then show that such proposals can be valid by using one of these extended algebras to deduce a discrete spectrum that is closed under fusion, yet admits a well-defined action of the modular group upon combining the characters appropriately.
5.1. Chiral Algebra Extensions. Our search for extended algebras is guided by the following considerations: First, note that if we choose to extend by a zero-grade field associated to any irreducible gl (1|1)-module, then we must include the rest of its zero-grade fields in the extension. Second, the fields we extend by should be closed under conjugation. Third, extending by fields from typical irreducibles will lead to logarithmic behaviour in the extended chiral algebra because fusing typicals with their conjugates yields staggered indecomposables of the form P n,ℓk .
It seems then that the most tractable extensions will involve zero-grade fields from atypical modules A n,ℓk and their conjugates A −n,−ℓk . The simplest extension we could hope for would involve a single atypical and its conjugate and have the further property that these extension fields generate no new fields at the level of the commutation relations. This may be achieved for extension fields of integer or half-integer conformal dimension by requiring that the operator product expansions of the zero-grade fields of A n,ℓk are regular.
From the fusion rule (3.36), we obtain
from which it follows that the zero-grade fields of A n,ℓk will have regular operator product expansions with one another if 2∆ n,ℓk ∆ 2n−ε(ℓ),2ℓk , that is, if
Extending by fields of dimension ∆ n,ℓk = 1 2 therefore gives ℓ = ±1 (ℓ = 0 would give extension fields of dimension 0) and extending by fields of dimension 1 requires ℓ = ±1, ±2 (and so on). In each case, the ± merely accounts for our ability to exchange A n,ℓk with its conjugate.
Extending by A n,ℓk and its conjugate amounts to augmenting the affine currents of gl (1|1) by four zerograde fields. Two will be bosonic and two will be fermionic. As the parity of a field should match that of its conjugate, there are just two ways of assigning these parities. Computing the extended algebra defined by a given choice of parity is straight-forward as the atypical irreducibles define simple currents in the fusion ring of gl (1|1). The formalism for simple current extensions developed in [70, 71] may therefore be applied directly. However, the computations for higher-dimensional extensions become rather intricate, so we shall instead use the well-known free field realisation of gl (1|1) as a subalgebra of the direct sum of the symplectic fermion algebra with those of the bosons ϕ and φ defined in Equation (4.12) . This also has the advantage of choosing a parity for us (which turns out to be important as we discuss in Section 5.2). For completeness, and to fix notation, we briefly review this free field realisation in Appendix C. We remark that it is also permissible to extend by twisted atypicals σ −1/2 A n,e and their conjugates. These modules have one-dimensional zero-grade subspaces, so this would lead to only two extension fields.
Such extensions are, however, less satisfying than those discussed below as the extension fields are only able to generate a proper subset of the gl (1|1) currents. We will therefore not pursue this possibility here. 
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FIGURE 2. The weights (n, e) of the fields generating the extended chiral algebras along with the weights of gl (1|1) itself (we label the weights by the corresponding fields). White weights are bosonic and black weights are fermionic. The first weight diagram corresponds to the direct sum of a β γ ghost system with a complex fermion, the second to sl (2|1) 1 , the third to sl (2|1) −1/2 and the last three to the W -algebras of Section 5.4.
These fields therefore define a free complex fermion (κ,κ) and a β γ ghost system. Because the mixed operator product expansions are regular, this extended algebra decomposes into the direct sum (as Lie superalgebras) of the chiral algebras of these theories. It follows from Equations (4.12) and (5.3) that the bosonic gl (1|1) fields N and E are generated as linear combinations of normally-ordered products of ghosts and fermions. It is likewise easy to check that the fermionic fields ψ ± are also generated in this way:
This then completes the realisation of gl (1|1) as a subalgebra of the extended algebra. 17 This realisation may be used, for instance, to verify that the energy-momentum tensors of the ghosts and the fermions sum precisely to that of gl (1|1) given in Equation (3.4). For convenience, we illustrate the weights of these extension fields in the first diagram of Figure 2 .
We remark that the above identification allows us to specify which adjoint on gl (1|1) is consistent with the algebra extension. Specifically, the ghost adjoint and the complex fermion adjoint are given by
The operator product expansions (5.3) and (5.4) then imply the generalised commutation relations
from which (5.5) gives
17 We remark that the resulting free field realisation of gl (1|1) in terms of β γ ghosts and a complex fermion was actually the starting point of the analysis of [60] . The authors refer to this observation as the super boson-fermion correspondence.
Up to the signs for the fermions (we assume k > 0; the signs would be positive for k < 0), this is the adjoint (3.2) of the unitary superalgebra u (1|1).
Finally, we wish to mention a subtlety that occurs when constructing this extended algebra abstractly. Recall that we had a parity choice for the affine primary field of weight 1 2 , k . The free field realisation takes this field to be a fermion (and this fixes the parities of the other affine primaries). If we had instead declared that this field is a boson, denoting it by β ′ , then its conjugate γ ′ of weight − 1 2 , −k would also be bosonic. One could then normalise these fields so that their operator product expansion takes the form (5.3b) and so we would again conclude that this extended algebra includes a copy of the ghost system. However, one can check that the boson ∂ φ ′ = : β ′ γ ′ : is now euclidean, rather than lorentzian. Indeed, further study uncovers contradictions (including failure of associativity) in the structure of this extended algebra. We must therefore conclude that this parity choice is in fact inconsistent! 18 5.3. Dimension 1 Extensions. If we choose to extend by dimension 1 fields, then there are two distinct choices: Either we use the zero-grade fields of A 1/2,k and A −1/2,−k , or those of A 1/2,−2k and A −1/2,2k (using both generates additional fields of dimension 0). Choosing the parity so that the field of weight (1, ℓk) 19 we obtain the second and third weight diagrams pictured in Figure 2 . As these fields all have dimension 1, we expect that the extended algebras will be of affine type and we recognise the weight diagrams as those of the simple Lie superalgebra sl (2|1) (up to a linear transformation). Indeed, if
we define
then we precisely recover the weight diagram given in Figure 3 (we report our conventions for sl (2|1) and its affinisation in Appendix E). Moreover, this definition leads to
and H (z) Z (w) regular, which suggests, upon comparing with the sl (2|1) Killing form in Equation (E.2), that the extended algebra will be sl (2|1) at level 1/ℓ. We remark immediately that the case ℓ = −2, giving sl (2|1) −1/2 as the expected extended algebra, is a subalgebra of the extended algebra considered in Section 5.2. This follows from the fusion rules
We will therefore not pursue this extended algebra, but content ourselves with noting that the β γ ghosts of Section 5.2 give rise to the bosonic subalgebra sl (2) −1/2 ⊂ sl (2|1) −1/2 , the complex fermion gives rise to the u (1)-subalgebra and combining the two yields the remaining fermionic fields.
We therefore turn to verifying that the extended algebra when ℓ = 1 is indeed sl (2|1) 1 . Again, we shall accomplish this by using the free field realisation of Appendix C. However, there is some subtlety to this computation. To ensure that the sl (2|1) 1 currents have the correct parities, we shall introduce an operator-valued function µ which is required to satisfy
18 Such failures of associativity are, however, not uncommon in abstract constructions of extended algebras. In certain cases [71, 72] , associativity can be restored by introducing auxiliary operators on an ad hoc basis. We expect that such treatments will also work in this case. 19 We remark that if we had instead chosen the field of weight (1,ℓk) to be fermionic, then the linear combination giving H and Z does not lead to operator product expansion coefficients which match (a rescaled version of) the Killing form of sl (2|1). We have not pursued the implications of this choice further, but suspect that it leads to an inconsistent extended algebra as in Section 5.2.
Note that the algebra generated by these operators has unit µ 0,0 . The currents are then given by and routine computation now verifies that the resulting extended algebra is indeed sl (2|1) 1 .
We remark that the µ a,b are all that is required in order to extend the free field realisation of gl (1|1) to sl (2|1) 1 . The ad hoc addition of such a family of operators is a sign that our choice of adjoint, the superunitary one (3.2), is not adapted to this extended algebra. Indeed, the spectrum of sl (2|1) 1 predicted in [14] has both a discrete and continuous nature: The subalgebra sl (2) 1 seems to be compact (its quantum numbers take discrete labels), whereas the subalgebra u (1) generated by Z is non-compact (continuous labels). Of course, there are real forms of gl (1|1) that have compact and non-compact directions (see Appendix A). 
We remark that the free field realisation of Appendix C suggests a parity choice in each case. Specifically, we should take the extension field of weight We start with the extended algebra for A 1,k . Consider first the fermionic dimension 3 2 fields G ± = 2 3 : e ±(3Y /2+Z) : . This normalisation yields operator product expansions which are regular except for 14) as follows from Equation (C.9). Here, J = 
where j is the euclidean boson − 
3 -the non-regular mixed operator product expansions generate the fermionic gl (1|1) currents:
The second choice A −1/4,2k yields a slightly different extended algebra. This time, the (appropriately normalised) fermionic dimension 
The bosonic subalgebra, now comprising the dimension As the central charges of these subalgebras do not sum to zero, it is obvious that the full extended algebra is not a direct sum. The fermionic gl (1|1) currents are again generated by the mixed operator product expansions:
With both these choices, the result is an extended algebra which contains subalgebras isomorphic to an N = 2 superconformal algebra and a Bershadsky-Polyakov algebra. For completeness, we mention that the third choice A −1,3k , which derives from the extended algebra of Section 5.2, also results in an extended algebra with similar subalgebras. Specifically, we have a subalgebra isomorphic to sVir (2) with central charge −1 and a subalgebra isomorphic to W
3 with level − 5 3 and central charge −1. It is telling that the same structure is found with other W -algebras including, in particular, that obtained from the Drin'feld-Sokolov reduction of the affine Kac-Moody superalgebra sl (3|1) that is induced by the embedding sl (2) ֒→ sl (3|1) given by A → A 0 0 0 . This W -algebra does not appear to coincide with any of the extended algebras constructed here, though it appears to be related to that obtained by changing the parity of our second extension (assuming that this leads to a consistent extended algebra). We saw that the simple current modules A 0,k and A 0,−k extend gl (1|1) to the direct sum of the β γ ghost algebra and that of a complex fermion. The vacuum module of this extended algebra may then be identified with the orbit of the gl (1|1) vacuum module under fusion with these simple currents. Equation (3.36) gives this orbit as the set A −ℓ/2+ε(ℓ),ℓk : ℓ ∈ Z , so we are led to consider the sum
Here, we have used Equations inserting an extra factor of (−1)
To identify the gl (1|1) content of the other ratios, it is convenient to note that A −ℓ/2+ε(ℓ),ℓk = σ ℓ A ℓ/2,0 . One can now obtain the ratio ϑ 2 /ϑ 4 by replacing the sum over ℓ ∈ Z in (5.19) by a sum over ℓ ∈ Z + 1 2 . The gl (1|1)-characters appearing in this sum are therefore those of certain twisted atypicals. The ratio ϑ 2 /ϑ 3 may be obtained by replacing these twisted gl (1|1)-characters by the corresponding supercharacters. ϑ 3 /ϑ 2 also decomposes as a sum over twisted atypical gl (1|1)-supercharacters, but this time the supercharacters are those of σ ℓ A (ℓ−1)/2,0 (with ℓ ∈ Z + 1 2 ). Finally, ϑ 4 /ϑ 2 decomposes into the sum of the characters of these twisted atypicals, modified by an insertion of (−1)
The extended algebra characters of (5.20) therefore correspond to linear combinations of the characters of the gl (1|1) atypicals σ ℓ A ℓ/2,0 , with ℓ ∈ 1 2 Z, and σ ℓ A (ℓ−1)/2,0 , with ℓ ∈ Z + 1 2 . The first set is closed under fusion, but the second is not. Indeed, it is easy to check that the fusion ring generated by these atypicals consists of the genuine atypicals σ ℓ A n,0 , with ℓ ∈ Z and n ∈ 21) which shows that C acts as minus the identity on these characters. These nine ratios of theta functions then constitute the (linearly independent) characters of the minimal set of extended algebra modules which are closed under fusion and modular transformations. We emphasise that this minimal set is nevertheless infinite. Its elements decompose as gl (1|1)-modules into a discrete set of atypicals and twisted atypicals. Of course, it remains to see if this may be extended by a discrete set of typicals, for example, while maintaining modular invariance. We will not consider this here. The point is merely to show how the extended algebra formalism allows one to restrict to a discrete spectrum of gl (1|1)-modules and still exhibit closure under fusion and a well-defined action of the modular group on the characters. A similar analysis should be possible for the other extended algebras. We hope to return to this in the future.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this article, we have analysed a collection of logarithmic conformal field theories stemming from gl (1|1). We have used a combination of representation theoretic and free field methods, each being employed as appropriate. We began with an analysis of the Lie superalgebra gl (1|1), its representations, fusion ring and modular properties. With this in hand, we determined that the β γ ghosts may be constructed as a u (1)-coset of gl (1|1). This was achieved by identifying the coset algebra at the level of states with that of the ghost system. Free field considerations also predict this result, though we noted that they must be supplemented by the analysis of the vacuum character. We completed the description of the coset theory by identifying how each gl (1|1) character decomposes into a ghost character. This was followed by a summary of our results identifying other cosets of gl (1|1) by different u (1)-subalgebras. In particular, we found the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra at central charge c = −1 and the Bershadsky-Polyakov-algebra at level k = 0.
These are, however, just some of the infinitely many coset algebras that one can construct. The remainder of the article was devoted to finding chiral algebras extending gl (1|1). Avoiding logarithmic singularities constrains the extensions to adjoining certain atypical modules and we have computed these algebras explicitly for all possible extensions of conformal dimension Our search for extended algebras was motivated by the question of real forms of gl (1|1) and discrete versus continuous spectra. While the modular properties of the characters of gl (1|1) require a continuous spectrum, we have demonstrated that by combining characters of gl (1|1) into extended algebra characters, it is possible to find a discrete spectrum that is closed under fusion and modular transformations.
It is worthwhile emphasising that although the theories we consider are often non-rational with a continuum of irreducible representations, this is not problematic in the slightest because they are naturally parametrised in such a way that all standard features (characters, fusion rules, modular transformations) vary continuously. Indeed, it is only at a non-generic set of parameter values that one has to worry about indecomposability and logarithmic behaviour. From this point of view, the logarithmic complexity encountered in these non-rational theories is no worse than those of their rational cousins and, in fact, taking simple current extensions of non-rational theories can result in rational (logarithmic) models.
As stated in the introduction, the most important conclusion that we draw from the results presented here is that almost all of the logarithmic CFTs that researchers regard as archetypal are in fact all closely related to one another. This then raises the important question of whether these paradigms are indeed prototypical examples or if other models are going to reveal qualitatively new features. Certainly for applications, it is absolutely necessary to have a good feel for the typical behaviour of this class of CFTs. It is thus crucial to attempt to understand other examples of logarithmic CFT. We remark that there is some recent progress in this direction with the c = 0 triplet model [37, [73] [74] [75] . However, the algebraic complexities of the W (2, 3) algebra have meant that much of this progress is indirect. More tractable candidates, in our opinion, include the sl (2|1) WZW model (at level k = − 1 2 , 1) and fractional level sl (2) theories (with k = − 1 2 ). We expect that the fruitful combination of representation theoretic and free field methods will lead to progress and insights in these examples and beyond, and hope to report on this in the future.
Another area which deserves further investigation is the theory of the W -algebras and W -superalgebras which arise in the study of affine Lie superalgebras. In [76] , certain algebras denoted by W (n) 2 were constructed as commutants of sl (n) k in sl (n|1) k . Moreover, when the level is critical, these algebras arise in the study of sigma models whose target space is a fermionic coset of PSL (n|n) [77] . The W -superalgebras which arise as extensions of gl (1|1) appear to share several key features with these commutant algebras. However, they are much more accessible algebraically and one may likewise expect that they will be of some use in string theoretic applications. We also mention that these extended algebras share many features in common with certain algebras [78] related to manifolds with SU (n) holonomy. These are extensions of the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra by two bosonic and two fermionic fields. 20 As we have seen, the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra may be related to gl (1|1) in several ways (see [11] for another), so it is natural to ask whether there are extensions of both these algebras which are related in a similar manner.
Note that Π does not preserve the metric; rather, it negates it. Its lift to gl (1|1) therefore negates the level. As the subalgebras fixed by Π and Π • Ω, and their analogues for gl (n|n), are called strange Lie superalgebras, we will refer to Π as the strange automorphism. It is of order two. The automorphism Ω, on the other hand, preserves the metric and is of order four, squaring to ω −1 . It is the conjugation automorphism of gl (1|1) (compare Equation (3.6)). The last family ω λ , λ ∈ C \ {0}, consists of inner automorphisms ω λ , so it is of little direct importance to real form considerations. However, ω i will be used below to ensure that the order of the semimorphism constructed from Π is indeed 2.
The resulting involutive semimorphisms of the Grassmann envelope of gl (1|1) are listed in Table 2 , along with their real forms and the topology of the bosonic submanifold of the Lie supergroup. The semimorphisms of the two strange forms are probably unphysical, at least for our considerations, because a corresponding adjoint for the affine superalgebra is only possible for imaginary level.
Semimorphism Bosonic Submanifold Real Form The affine Kac-Moody superalgebra gl (1|1) has two well-known free field realizations, the standard Wakimoto realization [20] and one constructed from symplectic fermions and two bosons, one euclidean and one lorentzian [3] . An explicit equivalence between the two realisations was established in [23] . Here, we review (and motivate) the symplectic fermion realization for computations in Section 5.
Recall that in Equation (4.12), we identified two commuting bosons ∂ ϕ (z) = N (z) + 1 2k E (z) and ∂ φ (z) = N (z) − 1 2k E (z) , (C.1) the first being euclidean and the second lorentzian. Taking the coset of gl (1|1) by the u (1) 2 -subalgebra generated by these bosons gives the theory of symplectic fermions, suggesting that a free field realisation may be built from these fields. Indeed, let us take the fermions χ ± to satisfy χ + (z) χ − (w) = 1 (z − w) and a moderately tedious computation shows that the gl (1|1) energy momentum tensor (3.4) indeed corresponds to the sum of those for the boson and symplectic fermion systems. It remains to explicitly construct the gl (1|1) primary fields. When these fall into typical representations, this requires the twist fields that define the symplectic fermion primaries [62] . However, these fields are surplus to our needs (details may be found in [23] ). Section 5 in fact only requires the zero-grade fields of certain atypical modules with |e/k| = 1 and 2. These are particularly easy to construct. First, note that the vertex operator : e nY (w)+eZ(w)/k : = : e (n+e/2k)ϕ(w) : : e −(n−e/2k)φ (w) : (C.5) has affine weight (n, e), using (C.4), but conformal dimension ne/k. Restricting to e = k, the atypical irreducibles A n,k correspond to zero-grade fields of weights n ± i and column j, we choose a basis as follows: E = E 12 , H = E 11 − E 22 , F = E 21 , Z = E 11 + E 22 + 2E 33 (bosons), e + = E 32 , f + = −E 31 , e − = E 13 , f − = E 23 (fermions).
(E.1)
The bosons form a subalgebra isomorphic to sl (2) ⊕ u (1), with Z spanning the second summand. The fermions split into two irreducible representations of the bosonic subalgebra which may be identified with the tensor product of the fundamental representation of sl (2) and the u (1)-irreducible of charge (Zeigenvalue) 1 or −1. We normalise the fermions so that F, e ± = f ± and use the superscript ± to indicate the u (1)-charge. The weight diagram of sl (2|1) therefore looks as in Figure 3 .
As usual, we take the invariant bilinear form to be given by the supertrace in the defining representation. This yields κ H, H = 2, κ Z, Z = −2, κ E, F = κ F, E = 1,
−κ e + , f − = κ f − , e + = 1, −κ e − , f + = κ f + , e − = 1, (E.2)
with all other combinations of basis elements vanishing. We can now construct the affinisation sl (2|1) in the usual way and use the Sugawara construction to realise the energy-momentum tensor. In this way, one checks that the dual Coxeter number of sl (2|1) is 1 and that the central charge always vanishes.
